Slide cable grommet along power cord up into base.

Mount tray to arms via 2 x M4 screws.

Secure display to frame via 6 x M5 Screws.

Place accessory box on tray.

WARNING: DO NOT CLEAN JAMBOARD WITH ANY LIQUID SOLVENTS
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Angle display to 20 degrees to seat lower hooks. Rotate the display to vertical to engage upper hooks. This assembly step requires minimum 2 people.

Attach triangle cover with embedded magnets.

Secured lower hooks. Display to vertical to engage upper hooks. Incorrect installation will prevent display from rotating to vertical. Display installation shown in step 5.

Unscrew cord clamp from frame and secure to bushing on cord. Reattach clamp and cord to frame.

Secure frame to base with 8 x M4 Screws.
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WARNING: DO NOT CLEAN JAMBOARD WITH ANY LIQUID SOLVENTS

Feed 10.5’ power cord from the bottom upward through frame. Lower lower hooks first, then rotate the display to vertical to ensure upper hooks engage properly.
Slide display onto wall plate, fix via 2 x M4 Screws.

Attach tray arms to wall plate.

Mount wall plate to designated wall.

Attach mounting arms to display via 6 x M5 Screws.

Attach triangle cover with embedded magnets.

Attach tray to wishbone via 2 x M4 Screws.

Place accessory box on tray.

---

WARNING: DO NOT CLEAN JAMBOARD WITH ANY LIQUID SOLVENTS

---

4 x M4 L10 Phillips Screwdriver (not included)

4 x Mounting Hardware (Not provided)

---

Inspect integrity of wall to determine suitable mounting hardware.

Cables and wiring can be routed through the cut outs on the wall plate.

Multiple holes are provided on the wall plate to allow for secure mounting to studs if available.

---

Remove protective film from metal strip before attaching cover.

Remove protective film from magnets before attaching cover.

---

WARNING: DO NOT CLEAN JAMBOARD WITH ANY LIQUID SOLVENTS

---

Inspect integrity of wall to determine suitable mounting hardware.

Total weight of wall plate and head is approximately 92 lbs.

---

Cable and wiring can be routed through the cut outs on the wall plate.

Multiple holes are provided on the wall plate to allow for secure mounting to studs if available.